
The word ‘type’ comes from the Greek word typos 
which means ‘model, matrix, impression, mould, mark, 
figure in relief, original form’ and from the Latin word 

typus which means ‘figure, image, form, kind’.

Christopher C.M. Lee

TYPOLOGY



‘Architecture Legitamised by Nature’ 
Adam Russell: Adapturbia

left: Marc-Antoine Laugier: Essai sur l’architecture 
2nd ed. 1755 by Charles Eisen (1720-1778). 

1st Typology



2nd Typology

A Walking City

Picture of Archigram’s proposed Walking City.

‘Architecture legitamised by machine’  
Adam Russell: Adapturbia 
‘Founded in the production process itself ’
Vidler, 260



Le Corbusier wanted to transform society through 
the creation of a set of standard elements that 
would enable a more efficient lifestyle through the 
use of technology.

Le Corbusier ’s - Modulor Man & ‘Domino House’ (1915)

Modulor Man



‘Architecture legitamised through the city ’
Adam Russell: Adapturbia

The City can be witnessed in a constant state of 
renewal producing new meaning from the old.
Image from a steetscape in Switzerland

3rd  
Typology



T
he City Hall’s look of a prison creates a new 
level of significance for the building with a ref-
erence to the condition of government.

Aldo Rossi’s City Hall drawing

Aldo Rossi



Paris Streetscape
S

imilar building lines, detailing, windows, par-
apets etc depict an underlying uniformity of 
use and programmatic function. Behind these 

facades spaces can be dramatically different not 
only in the outlay of area but also its function rang-
ing from housing to educational, commercial or re-
tail capacities. 



“Stunning lake views. This home boasts breathtaking spiral and floating staircases, marble floors, mahog-
any millwork, and corinthian columns...This masterful European design superbly blended with ultra modern 
luxuries, make this estate home a work of art.”
Gohometoatlanta.com





“
Suburbia has a tragic destiny. More than half the 
U.S. population lives in it. The economy of recent 
decades is based largely on the building and 

servicing of it. And the whole system will not operate 
without liberal and reliable supplies of cheap oil 
and natural gas.”                                               

Suburbia
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“
The boom in suburban houses must necessarily 
be understood as part and parcel of the sub-
urban predicament—the fact that it was part of 

the greatest misallocation of resources in world his-
tory.”

1 Barrel Gets Me How Far?



The Machine
B

uilt for the Automobile. Which meant people 
could travel longer faster. Oil was cheap, cit-
ies were decaying, there were rash shootings, 

and an obesity epidemic.

1/2 Hour of Travel

3 km



B
uilt for the Automobile. Which meant people 
could travel longer faster. Oil was cheap, cit-
ies were decaying, there were rash shootings, 

and an obesity epidemic.

The Machine

1/2 Hour of Travel

3 km

28 km



C
heap goods are achieved through mass 
production, these processes rely on ma-
chinery powered by oil themselves produc-

ing goods which are predominantly oil based.

Walmart Effect

OIL RUNS MACHINERY MACHINERY IS USED TO 
RUN FACTORIES

FACTORIES MASS PRODUCE PRODUCTS

TRUCKS DELIVER PRODUCTS TO RETAIL OUTLETS



Korean War
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Vietnam War

Suburban Sprawl 
Begins

Y2K Housing Boom

Iran vs IraqEmbergo

THE LONG EMERGENCY

Terror

Gulf War

‘
We are walking blindly into the future.’ 
Kunstler

Peak Oil & The Long Emergency

Peak Oil



MEXICO
1099

COLUMBIA
286

BRAZIL
269

ANGOLA
435

S
audi Arabia fills in the oil dependency cur-
rently however they might have less oil then 
they are stating publicly.

Oil Dependency

CANADA
2001

VENEZUELA
1119

SAUDIA ARABIA
902

IRAQ
374

RUSSIA
305

NIGERIA
769

T
op 10 exporting cluntries of oil 
to the US in thousand barrels per 
day June 2009



T
here is an abundance of alternative fuels, 
what needs to be considered when calculat-
ing if this will be effective is EROEI - the energy 

return on the energy investment.

Alternate Fuels???

Questions To Ask.....

1. Does the advocate have a 
working commercial model of 
the invention
2. Energy Density
3. Can it be stored easily
4. Reliable
5. Scaled to a national level
6. Engineering Challenges
7. Environmental Impacts
8. EROEI



W
alkability, heating, and cooling of build-
ings and dilapidation, buildings falling 
into disrepair.

Future Vision



T
ertiary study will shift once again to local ag-
riculture. With most produce being processed 
/ grown locally.

THE LONG EMERGENCY

AGRICULTURE vs UNIVERSITY 

A Change is Coming



Arun Agranat, Dean Calabrese, James Campbell


